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His account unfolds deep inside the Pentagon and the White House Situation Room, on the congressional floor and behind the scenes in the Senate cloakroom to make a captivating story of determination, of diplomacy, and of achievement in U.S. military and foreign policy. Sure to make major headlines, this is a hard-hitting inside look at the internal power plays surrounding military policy-making in the '80s, by President Reagan's Secretary of Defense. 16-page photo insert. Specifications. Turmoil and Triumph My Years As Secretary of State by George P. Shultz (Bretzky1). Read in 2013 (26). Sure to make major headlines, this is a hard-hitting inside look at the internal power plays surrounding military policy-making in the '80s, by President Reagan's Secretary of Defense. 16-page photo insert. (retrieved from Amazon Thu, 12 Mar 2015 18:16:26 -0400). The only administration action Weinberger sharply criticizes is the arms sales to Iran (though he is critical enough of Robert McFarlane to have prompted threats of lawsuits). But the book provides a wealth of material for future historians to argue about. Weinberger, for instance, implies he was the architect of the "zero option" arms control offer and relegates Richard Perle to a distinctly secondary, though admired, role. More: U.S. Foreign Policy Reagan Administration. In This Review. Fighting For Peace: Seven Critical Years In The Pentagon. Fighting For Peace: Seven Critical Yea...